
Leave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 DaysLeave Korea Within 5 Days
The Ministry of Justice notified 9 Burmese

democratization activists to leave Korea within
5 days.
The activists had submitted, on May 2000,
applications for refugee status. It means their
applications have been denied. By revealing
its decision and even persuading the Burmese
to leave. the ministry came under criticism.
On March 11 this year, the ministry decided
that the applicants could not be accepted as
refugees, but the 9 applicants raised their
objection on March 17. The ministry then
made its final decision on April 12. However,
on April 18, the denied applicants were
granted a grace period of 3 months. The
period of 3 months is just the limited period
of time the government gave to prepare for
their departure.
Their application was disapproved because
in the light of the submitted materials,
statements and the state of the things, their
case does not come under Article 1 of the
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
because it is not sufficiently reasonable
promulgation as Article 1 states. 12 civic
groups such as Act Together for Citizens,
Solidarity for International Democracy, and
the Civic Solidarity for Putting Human Rights
into Practice made a joint communique and
insisted that it is natural for the unjust
decision to be withdrawn because there was
a serious defect in the process of examining
the Burmese.
The Burmese were examined without a

qualified interpreter. Those groups criticized,
"We cannot help but doubt if the Korean
government knows what is happening in
Burma, which has been ruled by severe
military dictatorship, and if it carefully

investigated how much Burmese activists
have toiled for the democratization of
Burma."
The groups brought the doubt of the
insincere examination, mentioning the claims
of the applicants. They said, "In the process
of examination, the Burmese refugee
applicants have never been provided with
proper interpreters for the last 5 years.
Because of the communication problems,
the refugee applicants could not express their
claims and the things around them.
Accordingly, they asked the contents of
their own interviews to be shown, but that
was even rejected by the government making
excuses as due to national security, national
defense, unification, and diplomatic relations,
etc. The MOJ rejected the request of the civil
group, Act Together for Citizen, for the
government to publicly show the information
on the 'internal guidance of accepting the
refugees'.
The civil groups insisted, "the Korean
government treated the refugee applicants
with insincere, formal, and even humiliating
procedures which happened in the process of
examining them, and this decision has a
serious problem. It is natural to be
withdrawn." The groups emphasized, "We will
take any possible measures for the decision
to be withdrawn."
The standards of examination, probably the
equality, will be brought up. Through this
decision, the principle of the equality of
examining refugees seems to become an
issue. In Dec. last year, the MOJ accepted 12
people in unison, who are from Jumma, one
of the minorities in Bangladesh, as refugees.
The Burmese people were quite
disappointed because there had been only 3
accepted refugees until then.
While the activists from Jumma, which is
even an unfamiliar name, were accepted as
refugees in unison, the Burman
democratization activists who are publicly and
socially known to people are driven to a
corner and have been forced to leave Korea
as a heap. That is to say, 3 Burmese NLD
activists had been accepted as refugee, but 9
activists initiating the same drive like them
were denied because of sufficiently
reasonable promulgation.

The MOJ needs the procedures of
accepting refugees to become on the
international level. The ministry became in
detestation through the national publicity news
by saying, "Because of the civil group
criticism that the procedures on accepting
refugees are not enough to be on

international level, we are planning to make
the procedures quicker and to endow the
applicants with the qualifications for staying,
etc.
Accordingly, we are going to be one of
human rights developed countries by
guaranteeing them legal status.
The ministry said it is going to establish an
office in charge of only controlling the
refugee cases, and will be providing it with 3
officials, reconsidering to make the officials
experts by letting them through refugee
workshops and overseas training. It is going
to study the plans to improve the legal status
of the refugees and the procedures of
accepting them as refugees. it is also going
to revise the laws concerning the guidance of
controlling the refugees and develop support
systems, medical insurance, livelihood
protection, and service for job seeker for
settling the refugees down.
The ministry reported its plan to establish
the center for relieving the refugees. Along
with that, it emphasized that it is going to
strictly manage and not accept applicants
who make ill use of the refugee systems. In
the end, according to the ministry's
standards, the 9 Burmese activists were
considered as applicants who make ill use of
the refugee systems.
After the government's entrance to the
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
in 1992, there had been 20~30 refugee
applicants yearly for 10 years, but the number
of the applicants sharply increased from
2004. Last year 145 people applied, and this
year until last month, there have been 99
applicants. Until now, the number of
accepted refugees is only 37, and the ratio of
accepting applicants as refugees is just
28.6%. From NGOtimes, April 21, 2005From NGOtimes, April 21, 2005From NGOtimes, April 21, 2005From NGOtimes, April 21, 2005
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Retreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee PolicyRetreated Refugee Policy
By Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary General of FWR

There were people who protested against the over 40 year
military regime in Burma when they were young and receive threats
from the dictatorship regime due to their longing for democracy
and peace. They came to Korea not only to find livelihood, but
also due to admiration toward Korean modern history and society
which achieved democracy by people's power and dynamic force.
Now the returned price to them is only hopelessness.

On March 11, The Korean Ministry of Justice(MOJ) finally judged
that the 9 Burmese applicants for refugee status who work for
Burmese democracy both in Burma and Korea can not be
accepted as legal refugees.
These 9 Burmese applied for refugee status in May 2000. After

5 years the Korean government says. "We think you are not likely
to be killed in your country. Just go back!"
MOJ concluded that the 9 applicants are not 'refugees' and

'they should leave Korea within 5 days' on April 12 regardless of
the applicants' opposition.
They got an extension of 3 months with support from human

rights groups and lawyers. However, they will face danger as long
as the Korean government continues to take up its anti-human
rights attitude.
Moreover, the refugee applicants have been without living

support from the Korean government and even have heard violent
words from MOJ officials during the investigation procedure without
proper interpretation for the last 5 years while waiting for
judgement on their refugee status recognition.
Korea entered the 'Refugee Convention' in 1992 and has

accepted 37 persons as refugees so far. But there are no
professional investigators yet and the present investigators treat
refugee applicants as visa seekers and make cynical remarks
as,"You, illegal workers want to get visa?"
There were many Koreans who crossed the border to find

political asylum, for economic reason or to avoid suffering under
the colonial period. As was done in Germany, France and America
toward Korean migrants including asylum seekers, Korea should
also hold migrants, refugees and must support democracy and
human rights in its society.

Day breakingDay breakingDay breakingDay breaking

Long Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and IslamLong Time Friends - Korea and Islam
by Imam Sanjaya, an Indonesian Migrant Workerby Imam Sanjaya, an Indonesian Migrant Workerby Imam Sanjaya, an Indonesian Migrant Workerby Imam Sanjaya, an Indonesian Migrant Worker

Early stages of Korea-Islam relationsEarly stages of Korea-Islam relationsEarly stages of Korea-Islam relationsEarly stages of Korea-Islam relations

In ancient times, Korea used to comprise of three countries,
Goguryo, Baekje and Silla. Silla defeated Goguryo and Baekje and
united the three.
About 60 years before the unification, Muhammad began

spreading the word of Islam in Arabia. Persia accepted Islam in
642. China, under the Dang Dynasty, followed in 651. Unified Silla
came to know the religion between 661 and 935. Possibly Islam's
migration to unified Silla resulted from being a close neighbour of
China.
'Kidav Al Masalic Wal Mamarlic', written by Even Kurdadvi in the

9th Century, says, "There was a country named Silla where the
Kwansu crosses, and the country was very rich in gold and
mountains...Muslims who migrated to Silla were fascinated by the
environment and never wanted to live anywhere else". His writing
reminded me of the famous historical character Cheoyong.
Cheoyong, a citizen of Silla, had a rather dark face and was

known by his famous 'Cheoyong-ga'. According to Kurdadvi's
writing, it seems Cheoyong was a Muslim merchant. Korean history
books say that Cheoyong came to Korea with four other friends,
but only Cheoyong survived.

In September of the 15th year of King Hyeonjong, in 11th
Century Goryo (the dynasty following Silla), Al-Raza and 100 of his
friends arrived. Another 100 arrived with Hassan Raza the following
year. Barakah and his friends entered Goryo in November of the
6th year of King Jeungjong's rule.
Koreans called Muslims either Daesik or Hoiehoie. Daesik came

from the Tasir Arab word that means merchant. Hoiehoie refers to
the Muslims of Mongolia. That is why people in modern Korean
society still call Islam, "Hoi-gyo".
Islamic religion and culture flooded into Korea between the 13th

and 14th Centuries. Muslims travelled beyond Mongolia and central
Asia and built a community in Goryo, spreading Islam and their
culture. Masjid named Yeagoong and Imam named Doro existed
IT'S UNCLEAR WHAT THIS MEANS. The Doros were invited to the
palace and recited from the Qur'an and prayed Arab style. One
of the Arabians married a Goryo woman and became a high

official of the Goryo administration. King Chungyeol bestowed him
the name 'Jang Seun-Ryong'. He became a forefather of Duksou
Jang.
The Muslims living in Korea began to influence Goryo society.

They introduced an Islamic calendar, which was known as Hijrah.
From this calendar, King Seajong created a new calendar named
'Chiljeongsan', in order to help agricultural output. The Islamic
culture deeply influenced the Chosun dynasty, which followed the
Goryo dynasty, and helped to develop science technology.
Unfortunately, the relationship didn't last long after the 15th
Century due to the rapid change of the international environment.

Transfer of Islam to Korea and Signs of Modern IslamTransfer of Islam to Korea and Signs of Modern IslamTransfer of Islam to Korea and Signs of Modern IslamTransfer of Islam to Korea and Signs of Modern Islam

The present Islamic communities in Korea began forming during
the Korean War. In the 1950s, Turkish Muslim soldiers came to
fight against communism.
The soldiers showed a good attitude toward the Korean people,

who wondered about the religion. Abdul Gapur Kara Ismail-Oulru,
who was the Imam of the
Turkish military, strived to build a Muslim community in Korea

and he succeeded in forming the first Korean Muslim generation.
Abdullah Kim Yu-do and Umar Kim Jin-kyu were among that
generation and they established the Korean Muslim Association on
September 15, 1955. They gave poor children the opportunity to
study and built a temporary Masjid at Emundong, Seoul.
The Prime Minister of Turkey visited the temporary Masjid and

eventually, 208 Koreans became Muslims.
Continued to page 6Continued to page 6Continued to page 6Continued to page 6▶▶▶▶
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Actual Condition for Refugees in KoreaActual Condition for Refugees in Korea

This article is a summary of 'the 2004 report on the investigation
of human rights of refugees in Korea', cooperatively carried out by
Lawyers for a Democratic Society, Good Friends, and the Shelters.

On November 3, 1992, the Republic of Korea signed 'the
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951' and 'the
Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1967.' To implement '
the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees', the government
revised the Immigration Control Law as part of the plans for
domestic legislation, and started to implement an application of
approving the status of refugees from June 1994.
Not one single person was acknowledged as a lawful refugee

until 2000. The criticism against the insincere policy of not
protecting refugees was heard at home and abroad, but the
government showed little improvement in its attitude toward
refugees by admitting only one refugee as a convention refugee in
2001, one refugee in 2002, and 12 refugees in 2003.
However, various problems administrating the procedures of

admitting refugees are still controversial. Above all, the laws
regarding applicants for refugee status and the better treatment of
them haven't been properly made. In reality, refugees' social rights
have seriously been infringed upon.

Graph: The yearly changes for the increasing applicants for
refugee status (1994~2004)
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The subject of the investigation of applicants for refugee statusThe subject of the investigation of applicants for refugee statusThe subject of the investigation of applicants for refugee statusThe subject of the investigation of applicants for refugee status
and their personal informationand their personal informationand their personal informationand their personal information

The total number of participants in the investigation of the
human rights of refugees in Korea was 70, which consisted of
convention members and refugees. They have been divided
according to sex, homeland, religion, education, and whether or
not they would be accepted as refugees. Most applicants turned
out to be from countries that are notorious for their serious
infringement of human rights, caused by dictatorship,
racial/religious conflict, civil war, etc.

Table 1 : Homeland

There are some terms regarding refugee status being granted -

*Convention Refugee: According to the convention for refugees
enacted in 1951 Convention, Article 1, Clause A, the refugees accepted
by country and has a qualification to enjoy the various rights brought
about this convention. That is the person who is accepted refugee status
by Korean government.

*Mandate Refugee: Person who UNHCR, the UN refugee agency,
accepts as a refugee. The status of mandate refugee is especially
important in a country that hasn't signed the Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees.
Korea is concerned about the Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees because if it doesn't accept them as mandate refugees, the
UNHCR could. This is because to UNHCR knowledge, there could be
concern about persecution.

*Humanitarian Status: People who are not included in the definition of
the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and the Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees, but need complementary protection
because of war, natural disaster, etc. Their guest country or UNHCR
endow them with humanitarian status for getting protection from their
own country.

Procedures for getting refugee statusProcedures for getting refugee statusProcedures for getting refugee statusProcedures for getting refugee status
According to the results of the investigation, the reasons why

applicants choose Korea as the protecting country are:

*According to 51.4% of participants, a broker's mediation is the
easiest way to get an entry visa for Korea. When they have to
leave their homeland quickly to avoid persecution, they obtain a
fake passport through a broker.
Even though they have their real names on the passports, it is

impossible to take lawful steps to get a visa, so they get one by
bribing an official in charge of issuing passports or by using an
agency. There seems to be many ways to escape from their
homelands. The reason why the brokers introduce them to Korea
would be because Korea is comparatively easier to enter than other
countries.

*25% responses are due to the expectation of democracy,
better human rights and the intimacy in Korea. Applicants from
other Asian countries are familiar with Korea's demonstration
history, such as the May 18 Gwang-ju Resistance. They even said
they want to learn more about the Korean experience to improve
their homelands' democratization processes and human rights
situations. Some of them answered they have a good image of
Korea with former president Kim Dae-jung receiving the Nobel
Prize.

*12.9% said they chose Korea in order to join world events or
religious ceremonies and after being invited by Koreans they had
known in their homelands.

Table 2 : Kinds of visas for entry into Korea

Table 3 : Reasons for applying for refugee status (The reason of
worry of persecution)

Continued to page 4Continued to page 4Continued to page 4Continued to page 4▶▶▶▶
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Applying for refugee statusApplying for refugee statusApplying for refugee statusApplying for refugee status

1) The expiration date for applying for refugee status:1) The expiration date for applying for refugee status:1) The expiration date for applying for refugee status:1) The expiration date for applying for refugee status:
According to Article 16, Clause 2 of the Immigration Control Law

revised on November 29, 2001, foreigners can apply for refugee
status within 1 year of coming to Korea. For reasons such as
disease, they can apply after one year passes.
Revised in 2001, that Article, known as 'the 60-Day Stipulation',

provided that a foreigner could apply for refugee status within 60
days of coming to Korea. But 60 days wasn't enough time for
foreigners who wanted to apply but didn't know Korean laws. Even
when the period of application was overdue,
the Immigration Office wouldn't get applications. These cases

happened too often, so the Immigration Office ended up appealing
to the Administrative Court. After the period of application was
revised from 60 days to one year, there was the worry they might
try to give back the application for being accepted as the refugee,
because one year had already passed. But the investigation of the
actual condition showed that respondents who came to Korean and
applied for refugee status after one year, accounted for 51.4%.
Because of the one-year expiration, applications didn't seem to

be given back.

2) Returning home or advice to fly to a third country:2) Returning home or advice to fly to a third country:2) Returning home or advice to fly to a third country:2) Returning home or advice to fly to a third country:
Rejecting refugee status seldom happens these days, but

returning to their homeland or going to a third country has often
happened after the interview following the application. Of 70
respondents, 18 people (25.7%), said, "Yes" to the question,
"Have you ever been recommended to go to another country or
had your application delayed by the Immigration Office?".
Those cases had reported the situation, but the Immigration

Office said they advised them in advance because they were not
desirable candidates for refugee status. As the Immigration Office
insisted, if they were not acceptable for refugee status, the Office
should have made a decision whether they accept them through
the procedures for accepting refugees and continued from there.
The Office shouldn't have recommended the applicants during

the process of investigation. Whether they would be accepted as
refugees or not is decided by the MOJ, not Immigration Office
employees. Of the officers' volition, they must not force refugee
status applicants to return to their homelands or go to a third
country. We cannot help but regard their decision as unauthorized
behavior.

3) Accessibility of information about procedures of acceptance:3) Accessibility of information about procedures of acceptance:3) Accessibility of information about procedures of acceptance:3) Accessibility of information about procedures of acceptance:
When an applicant for refugee status comes to Korea, they can't

get information about the procedures of applying for refugee status
at the airport. Even after entering Korea, they have difficulty in
getting information. To make a living, they are often too busy
looking for part-time jobs or overworking.
Because of this, they forget the time, don't remember to find

information about refugee status application or the one-year
expiration date passes, and they finish up becoming
undocumented. Even though there are multi-language manuals
published by the MOJ, most applicants have never seen these.
Most of them could get the information through colleagues or

friends who had applied for refugee status, and then be introduced
to the Seoul Office of UNHCR or nongovernmental organizations
like Lawyers for Democratic Society, finally paving the way to
refugee status.

4) Delay of applications for refugee status:4) Delay of applications for refugee status:4) Delay of applications for refugee status:4) Delay of applications for refugee status:
Of the local Immigration Offices receiving applications for

refugee status, the number of full-time officials in charge of
refugee status applications was no more than three; all of them
located at the Seoul Immigration Office.

That is to
say, officials in
I n c h e o n ,
U i j e o n g b u ,
Suwon, etc are
handling not
only refugee's
affairs, but also
crackdowns on
undocumented
w o r k e r s
investigations,
etc. They
handle the

affairs of other immigration offices and deal with refugee status
applications at the same time.
To apply for refugee status, applicants went to immigration

offices where they lived, but they got excuses like the person in
charge was the only one trained to do this or they were too busy
cracking down on undocumented workers.
In the end, applications were delayed for three months before

being transferred to the Seoul Immigration Office. These cases
happen too often. The biggest reason why applications are delayed
is that, when they apply for the refugee status within the legal
length of stay, the certificate of alien registration that clearly states
the qualification of the stay can be issued, but if they apply for it
while being undocumented, they can't get refugee status. Even
though they apply for it within the legal length of stay, because of
the official's delinquency, the applicants become undocumented
and face more hardship.

The Screening Process of the Status of RefugeesThe Screening Process of the Status of RefugeesThe Screening Process of the Status of RefugeesThe Screening Process of the Status of Refugees

The Prolonged Period of Refugee ScreeningThe Prolonged Period of Refugee ScreeningThe Prolonged Period of Refugee ScreeningThe Prolonged Period of Refugee Screening
The process of examining refugees' status should be efficient

and fair. The screening period is very significant because a quick
judgment process would help refugees to settle into their new lives
in Korea as soon as possible. Moreover, as there are few support
systems and established policies for refugees in Korea, refugee
applicants face serious economic and social suffering with a
prolonged screening period.
On the other hand, the government should quickly repatriate

people who do not qualify, through a fair and fast process, and
should make a more credential laws or organize a committee as
quickly as possible.
The major reason for a prolonged judgment period is a lack of

professionals to deal with the refugee matter. The number of cases
to judge is about 10 or so per year. Even if considering complaint
files, at most it will be 20 cases a year.
As mentioned above, there is only one officer in charge of

refugee matters in the Department of Refugee Screening under the
MOJ and only three people in charge of refugee applications and
interviews at the Immigration Office in Seoul. The job dealing with
refugee applications needs much time and professional knowledge
to conduct interviews with foreigners (foreign language proficiency
required) and document the investigation of each nation.
Therefore, it seems almost impossible for the present officers in

charge to handle the refugee applications as well as build
professional skills.

Interpretation Service, Communication in InterviewsInterpretation Service, Communication in InterviewsInterpretation Service, Communication in InterviewsInterpretation Service, Communication in Interviews
Verbal evidence is most important in the screening process of

refugees.
Open communication with refugee applicants is so important that

it is necessary to have professional interpreters. Because most
applicants for refugee status are from non-English speaking
countries, the role of interpreters is very significant.

Continued to page 5Continued to page 5Continued to page 5Continued to page 5▶▶▶▶
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Compared with the past, when a reasonable process was not
available, the satisfaction rate for interpretation has become quite
high. However, the rate (58%) shows that interpreters were relatives
or friends of the applicants.
Therefore, it doesn't seem to be a reasonable and fair

interpretation system. In addition, when non-professional
interpreters interview them, the satisfaction rate was quite high,
compared to the relatively low satisfaction rate with interpreters
appointed by the MOJ.

General Attitudes of Refugee InterviewersGeneral Attitudes of Refugee InterviewersGeneral Attitudes of Refugee InterviewersGeneral Attitudes of Refugee Interviewers
Refugee interviewers should try to help applicants feel at ease

and able to fully express themselves during an interview. It is most
important for interviewers to encourage applicants talk openly about
their exact situation and overcome fears that they might be
persecuted. And yet, according to the results of a questionnaire,
the attitude of interviewers seem far from desirable, and they are
not likely to be free from the role of interrogators, which
undocumented workers have been the victims of.
One applicant for refugee status confessed that the attitude of

interviewers was so intimidating that he was unable to answer the
questions properly and couldn't tell what he remembered out of
embarrassment.

Refugee Applicants' Living ConditionsRefugee Applicants' Living ConditionsRefugee Applicants' Living ConditionsRefugee Applicants' Living Conditions
Since the immigration law was revised in April 2002, a new

resident status (F-2-2) has been effective on refugees from MOU
nations.
Refugee status applicants with legal status can get G-1 visa

(3-month/6-month) and it is qualified to stay in Korea, but
applicants with undocumented status can get only application
certificate with no qualifications to reside in Korea stably.
Both G-1 and refugee-application certificate holders are not

qualified to be employed and they have a hard time in making a
living. And since EPS was passed, the crackdown on
undocumented workers has been enforced. Therefore, employers
are disinclined to hire them because they cannot be hired legally.
As mentioned above, with the prolonged period of the refugee

screening process, present conditions can threaten their lives
because there are no subsidies or living support for refugee
applicants.
The MOJ responded negatively to the question at issue because

in its opinion, if refugee applicants are qualified to be employed
the possibility of them abusing the law will be greater. However,
the problem should be solved in terms of shortening the long
screening period and supplying more professionals, rather than
threatening social rights of refugee applicants. The entrusted
refugees recognized by UNHCR are also situated like refugee
applicants in Korea.

Table : Present Residence Qualification

Jobs, Working Conditions and Income Research results show
that refugee applicants and refugees are mostly working as
part-time factory workers in the manufacturing industry.
Fifteen (21.4%) out of 70 respondents are not employed at

present. While the jobs they did in their homelands varied -
students, teachers, engineers, accountants, lawyers, etc., the only
jobs they can get in Korea are as factory workers. The difficulties
of getting a job for refugees are because of their unstable

qualifications and their vulnerable status, which sometimes sees
them earning reduced wages or being fired.

Medical Services and HousingMedical Services and HousingMedical Services and HousingMedical Services and Housing
Because of their unstable status and hard lives, the physical

conditions of refugee applicants and refugees don't seem very
good. Many research respondents answered that they seem
unhealthier mentally and emotionally rather than physically. While all
agreement refugees can get medical insurance, only 14.5% of
refugee applicants have medical insurance.
Fortunately, the government has started to apply the present

national medical insurance laws and social safety laws to
agreement refugees. However, refugee applicants should be
covered by basic medical care. As for housing, 70% of research
respondents say they are living in dormitories or factory quarters
because they can stay in these places free of charge.

Difficulties in Everyday LivingDifficulties in Everyday LivingDifficulties in Everyday LivingDifficulties in Everyday Living
The questionnaire asked refugees to outline some of their

difficulties - weather, food, clothing, housing, health/medical,
communication, education, blended families, marriage, personal
security, unstable status (fear of forced deportation), Koreans' lack
of understanding for refugees, race discrimination, cultural
differences, etc. They find the most difficulty with Koreans' lack of
understanding of refugees, and their unstable status.
All agreed that there are serious problems with the lack of

education available to them.

Policy Suggestions for Refugees' Human RightsPolicy Suggestions for Refugees' Human RightsPolicy Suggestions for Refugees' Human RightsPolicy Suggestions for Refugees' Human Rights
*An independent organization for refugees within the government

must be established. The form can be in either an independent
council or consultation committee system. The organization does
not have to appoint any committee members from National
Intelligence Service or National Police Agency because the
organization can request their help, if necessary. More than half of
the committee members should be civilian professionals. The
committee should not only decide the granting of refugee status,
but also play the role of policy maker for the government, as well
as supervisor for people in charge of refugee matters.

*The department dealing with the refugee screening process
should be located in the Department of Human Rights under the
MOJ or in exclusive charge of refugee matters within the
immigration office.

*Related laws should protect refugee applicants and recognised
refugees.
If necessary, living subsidiaries and/or health insurance benefits

should be provided for refugee applicants and more systematic
housing and education should be provided for recognised refugees.
Moreover, we should guarantee that refugee applicants or
recognized refugees could engage in any political activities for their
own countries if they want to.

*Complaints should be practically processed and their legal
handling should also be practiced more effectively.

*Cooperation with UNHCR should be done more systematically.
Because UNHCR is an international refugee organization, its
member countries must cooperate with it. Since there is a Seoul
branch office of UNHCR, the new Refugee Recognition Committee
will have to cooperate with it as a legal obligation.

*The related laws need to be revised to form an improved
proposal. The articles related to refugee recognition under
immigration law should be deleted and an independent law on
refugee recognition and treatment should be implemented.

*We suggest that professionals dealing with refugees organize
the Committee for Refugee Recognition.
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Refugee Applicants
Agreement
Refugees

UNHCR asylum status

Entrusted
Refugee

Humanitari
an status

Not qualified
(Refugee
application
certificate)

G-1 F-2-2
(by

3 months)

G-1
(by I
year)

Not
qualified
to reside

G-1
(by I year)By

3 months
By

6 months

49 persons 9 persons 1 person 8 persons 1 person 1 person 1 person



Forced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special ResidenceForced Deportation of Special Residence

Permission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants JapanPermission Applicants Japan
By Choi Jong-sik, Japan CorrespondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan CorrespondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan CorrespondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan Correspondent

Seven undocumented Bangladesh workers (see page 5 of the
AWN 190 edition; translator notes) were forcedly deported to their
home country on January 21, 2005 when they failed to get
Special Residence Permission again. They had visited Tokyo
Immigration Bureau in hopes of getting Special Residence
Permission. (The reason why the existing eight people became
seven was because one applicant was revealed as a false report.)

The seven applicants said they were separated into three rooms
on January 20. At about 8 a.m. the next day, they were called
into another room, and told they had failed get Special Residence
Permission and release for lack of evidence. Authorities had also
handcuffed the workers when taking them to their departing flights
at Narita airport.
Ten officials accompanied the workers from the Immigration

Bureau. Of course, they had no time to pack their luggage or
draw their money from banks. They were not even allowed to
contact to anyone.
On January 28, an Asian Peoples' Friendship Society (APES)

official met with the migrant workers in Dakar. They said were
angry at the Japanese authorities. An estimated twenty people,
including local residents, held a demonstration in downtown Dakar,
chanting, "We condemn the inhumane move of the Japanese
Immigration Bureau". The applicants seemed no to think about the
future countermeasures.
The workers were forcefully detained at the Tokyo Immigration

Bureau from September 21, at the conclusion of a violation
examination, until November 26. Nobody thought the move would

be made at this stage. Naturally, they were not ready to leave
Japan and looked totally dumb struck by the unexpected action.
Earlier, it was expected they would get Special Residence

Permission until January 24. So, four guarantors for the workers,
officials of the APES and one lawyer planned to apply for Special
Residence Permission on January 13. If they failed, they were
poised to file a lawsuit to withdraw the decision. Maybe the MOJ
and Tokyo Immigration Bureau intended the forceful move.
On January 26, guarantors and friends of the workers and

officials of APES met with three officials from MOJ. The agendas
on the table were as follows. For starters, the Chief of the Tokyo
Immigration Bureau made the final decision on January 20, with
the judgment of the Judicial Minister. There is no due process of
getting agreement from the workers on returning to their home
country. At the same time, the Japanese authorities admitted it
was a rare case, while it could not be a problem in legal terms
because of due warrant.
Moreover the authorities prepared the airline tickets even before

the decision. They also added they didn't infringe on their rights
to file a lawsuit. APES and others wanted to know what brought
authorities to make this decision and what could be the detailed
rationales of it. At these questions, they just gave vague answers
by saying they considered the case with a comprehensive view.
But it is sure that they blocked the chances to appeal. We
cordially ask them to lift the decision.

This article from APES, Feb. 3, 2005 No77 P.16 Translated fromThis article from APES, Feb. 3, 2005 No77 P.16 Translated fromThis article from APES, Feb. 3, 2005 No77 P.16 Translated fromThis article from APES, Feb. 3, 2005 No77 P.16 Translated from
the Japanese versionthe Japanese versionthe Japanese versionthe Japanese version

From page 2From page 2From page 2From page 2▶▶▶▶

Korean Muslims greeted Muslims from other countries in the
1960s. Kim Jin-kyu, who was the leader of the Korean Islam
Association, travelled through Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and other
Islamic countries with Seo Jeong-gil for a year from November
1959, askeing for support to spread Islam in Korea. They visited
Mecca in Saudi Arabia in 1960 and were the first Koreans to
experience the Hajj.

Settlement of Korean Islam and its DevelopmentSettlement of Korean Islam and its DevelopmentSettlement of Korean Islam and its DevelopmentSettlement of Korean Islam and its Development

The Unified Association of Korean Islam was established in April
1965 and built a temporary Masjid at Wonhyo-ro, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul. The association actively spread Islam and made great
efforts to be friendly to neighbouring foreign Muslim groups.
Pakistani, Side Muhammad Jamir, visited Korea in 1966. He is

very important person in the history of Islam in Korea. He stayed
40 days and did many things, including educating Korean society
on Islam. On May 21 1976, he succeeded in establishing the
Seoul Central Masjid, with the help of administrators and
statesmen from 17 Islamic countries.
After the establishment of Seoul Central Masjid, a number of

Koreans who were going to work in Arab and Islamic countries
learned Arabic and were educated on Islamic culture at the Korean
Islam Central Association, which led to more Koreans becoming
Muslims. In July 1976, a book titled, 'How to Become Muslim',
was published in Korean. A Kor'an in Korean was even published.
Collegians began to convene and began forming a student body

for Muslims
f r o m
Sep t embe r
1977, which
o f f e r e d
invitations to
students for
M u s l i m
conferences
and camps.
With support
from the

World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY) since 1983, they now
hold a WAMY camp every year.
Koreans who went to Arab countries in the 1970s became very

enthusiastic about learning Islam, so with support from Sake Umar
of Saudi Arabia, the Unified Islam Association in Korea opened the
Islam Centre at Jezda in March 1978. The number of Korean
Muslims reached 8000 in Saudi Arabia, 3000 in Kuwait. Another
Centre was built in Indonesia in 1982.
Abdul Rahim Kim Myeong-hwan and some other Muslims built a

temporary prayer room in Busan in 1976. Many Muslim activities
are going on these days, not only Seoul and Busan, but also in
Gyounggi, Jeonju, Ulsan and Jeju. It has been 40 years since the
first 'modern' Muslim entered Korea, Islam's power reached so that
there are now five Masjids and six Islamic regional associations.
And, 34,000 Muslims now follow the guiding light of Allah in
Korea.
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Privileges for Overseas KoreansPrivileges for Overseas Koreans
Must be Extended to MWsMust be Extended to MWs

JCMK held a press conference on March 29 at Sejong Culture
Centre urging for fair policy to make labor power import, such as
the discharge of undocumented workers and the abolition of the
Industrial Trainee System against, "the privileges of Korean-Chinese
who came to Korean willingly", announced by the MOJ on March
14.
On March 14, the MOJ announced that they would relax

restrictions for entry and penalty and that if overseas Koreans leave
Korea in the period of stay(March 21~August 31), they can
re-enter and get a job after 6 months. MOJ also said that if
undocumented overseas Koreans leave Korea willingly, they can
re-enter and get a job after one year.
On this, JCMK pointed out that, "This policy can be welcomed

in the aspect of guaranteeing labour of overseas Koreans, but it
can be discriminatory against migrant workers. Therefore, a
reasonable policy must be made for them." Meanwhile, the MOJ
said that in total, 106,000 overseas Koreans can benefit from this
policy. <Labour Today, March 29, 2005><Labour Today, March 29, 2005><Labour Today, March 29, 2005><Labour Today, March 29, 2005>

Need to Integrate TS & EPSNeed to Integrate TS & EPS
To solve the problem of undocumented migrant workers,

agendas insisted that the Korean government should integrate both
the industrial trainee system and the EPS. It also insisted Korea
take advantage of Chinese and other emigrants.
On March 30, a member of the Grand National Party,

congresswomen Park Sun-ja, held a discussion about, 'the reason
for illegally staying foreigners and a counter plan' on the Western
bridge of the Korea Industrial Corporation complex Gongdan-dong,
Ansan-si, Gyedonggi-do.
The chairman of the Human Rights Committee at the Christian

Council of Korea, Seo Kyung-seok, emphasized the need to
integrate both the industrial trainee system and the EPS.
Mr. Seo said that the industrial trainee system causes a problem

with two years of work after one year of training and the EPS have
a problem of undocmented workers because of labour sending
corruption. He insisted that we have to choose one of two
systems, and then improve it.
Mr. Seo also said, "China, Japan and N. Korea allow

compatriots of China or overseas nationals to return home and
become citizens. We need to take advantage of the two billion
compatriots to solve the problem of undocumented stayers and
provide a regulated supply of labour for small and medium
enterprises".
The chairman of IOM Seoul Office, Go Hyeon-Wung, said, "It is

impossible to solve the problem of undocumented workers through
forced deportation. A law is to needed to cover migrant workers.
We need a deportation program like Europe. This would be a
solution to undocumented migrant workers".
The president of Ansan Migrant Shelter, Park Cheon-ung, said,

"The problem of undocumented stayers is due to corruption in the
labour sending process. In 2050, Korea will face a labour shortage
of about 10 million due to low birth rates and an aging population.
We should arrange importing mid and long term migrant workers
from now on so as not to experience this problem".
The Ministry of Labour, Foreign Workforce Policy division

manager, Yun Young-Sun, presumes that, "118 thousand migrant
workers who prolonged their stay legally until August 2005, will stay
on illegally once their visas expire.
The government have a plan where if these people depart from

Korea voluntarily, the re-entry terms will be reduced to six months
instead of one year and send them job applications. We will do
our best to avoid the problem of undocumented migrant workers".
The MOJ, residence control division manager, Won Jong-Taek,

said that, "We are supposed to run special teams - a eradicate
labour sending corruption team, etc to reduce the number from
300 thousand this August to 160 thousand".

SMBA, Business Growth Service bureau manager, Jeong
Dong-chang, said that, "We will reinforce monitoring each country
to eradicate labour sending corruption. If exposed, we have to
terminate the labour sending contract".
Ms. Park, who held the discussion said, "We will arrange the law

that integrates both the industrial trainee system and EPS so that
we have under 300 thousand migrant workers".

<<<<Yonhap NewsYonhap NewsYonhap NewsYonhap News,,,, March 30, 2005>March 30, 2005>March 30, 2005>March 30, 2005>

Denizenship for Special ExpertDenizenship for Special Expert
LabourLabour

In order to attract high-quality foreign human resources, if they
are qualified, applicants can get denizenship immediately. Until
now, although they have the expertise, applicants had to stay at
least 12 years to get denizenship and had to extend the expiration
every three years.
On April 7, the Government said it would create policy to grant

high-quality foreign human resources denizenship and allow them
to have the same rights as natives as a part of, "The propulsive
project of advanced trade nation". The government said this could
help to attract high-quality human resources from India, Russia,
etc.
The date of enforcement may be in the latter half of the year or

the beginning of next year because they have to create follow up
measures, like legislation-notice. The qualification for denizenship
is professor or scholar in science and engineering, technical
director, or a speciality which the government needs. According to
the Ministry of Finance and Economy, 4% of total migrant workers,
25,952 out of 539,567, are special experts.
About 1000 people who are waiting for denizenship will

immediately benefit from this policy. The government has decided
to abolish the 'one company-one system' - companies have to
choose between EPS and TS - in order to make them feel at
ease, and to shorten grace period of re-entry for legal workers
from one year to six months. <Herald Economy, April 7, 2005><Herald Economy, April 7, 2005><Herald Economy, April 7, 2005><Herald Economy, April 7, 2005>

Immigration Bureau at BusanImmigration Bureau at Busan
Port Has Big FlawsPort Has Big Flaws

The Immigration Bureau at Busan Port has been disclosed as
having big flaws.
Russian, Yuri Allenicof, who was forcedly deported on March 6,

used another person's temporary visit permit certification, which he
had found, and then tried to immigrate. The Foreign Affairs
Division of the Busan Metropolitan Police Agency arrested him.
Allenicof is suspected of pretending to crew the ship, 'Maria',

which sailed from Vladivostok to Busan on January 14.
As a result of the police investigation, it revealed he has

expelled due to undocumented stay on November 15, 2004, but he
re-entered to Gamcheon Port by using another Russian crew's lost
temporary visit permit certification.
The Immigration CIQ at Gamcheom Port had not been notified

that Allenicof had temporary visit permit certification, which had
been reported as lost. Allenicof was living with his girlfriend and

working at an inn
on Texas Street.
Police arrested him
after the inn's owner
reported him.
One police officer

said that we need
to consider a
fundamental counter
plan before the
APEC meeting this
November.
<Hankyoreh, April<Hankyoreh, April<Hankyoreh, April<Hankyoreh, April

6, 2005>6, 2005>6, 2005>6, 2005>
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Inside CommunityInside CommunityInside CommunityInside Community

Interview with Nepalese community leader, BahadvrBahadvrBahadvrBahadvr

Could you please tell me about the Nepalese community?
▶▶▶▶We organized our community two years ago. Our members'
number about 50. We help each other and share joy, vision
duties, etc.

What was the motive for forming the community?
Without support from others, we could not solve problems▶
regarding payment, searching for jobs, Korean attitudes, going to
hospital, etc. Besides, we want to have a strong relationship
among us and with others.

Could you tell us about some of your community's achievements?
We have a good friendship, not only in our community, but also▶
with other communities.

Could you tell us about your best and worst memories regarding the
Nepalese community?
The best is I'm proud of our Nepalese culture. We introduced to▶
Koreans on Korean Thanksgiving day. The worst was five years
ago; a fellow Nepalese had a serious disease. We'd liked to have
helped him, but we couldn't.

Have you ever tried to join with another community or do you want
to join one?
Not yet. But we hope to join with other communities.▶

What's your plan and hope?
We want to continue to maintain good relationships.▶

Could you tell us about how to participate in your community?
Call me Bahadvr : 010-7214-1447▶

Thank you for the interview.
These days many Koreans are materially rich. We're not happy

though. The Nepalese community have good relationships and they
seem happy. I hope we can all have better relationships with others.
I wish them happiness and good health. Korea's economy situation
is not good, but let's laugh. 'Ha-ha-ha'. I hope all is well.
by Park Hyo-ju, staff reporter AWNAWNAWN

Visa Refusal is an Invasion ofVisa Refusal is an Invasion of
HRsHRs

The National Human Rights Commission of Korea has stated that
a man couldn't get visa certification because one of his relatives is
stayed illegally. It is an invasion of human rights.
Mr. Kang sent NHRC a petition, saying he can't take care of his

young daughter because the Seoul Immigration Office refused him a
visa in January. The reason being that he has a relative who is
staying illegally.
NHRC recommend the chief of the Seoul Immigration Office issue

visa certification for Mr. Kang.
In 1996, Mr Kang married Chinese compatriot, Ms. Park and tried

to have her daughter, Keon, listed in the census register. He
submitted a visa application to the Seoul Immigration Office. After
he got visa issue certification, he submitted it to the Korean
embassy in China. Keon could enter Korea after getting a visa.
In the process of investigation, NHRC said that the Seoul

Immigration Office didn't give Keon a visa because Kang's brother in
law is staying in Korea illegally. After his relatives leave Korea, if he
applies again, Seoul Immigration Office will consider issuing a visa.

<Hankyoreh, March 30, 2005><Hankyoreh, March 30, 2005><Hankyoreh, March 30, 2005><Hankyoreh, March 30, 2005>

Civil Suit of Industrial Trainee

Q I'm Alfredo and come from the Philippines. I came to Korea on

a trainee visa. I worked as a trainee for two years, and as a
trainee worker for a year. After my visa expired, I didn't go back to
the Philippines, so became an undocumented worker for a
different company to the one I trained with. I didn't get paid last
month and still haven't received severance pay from the training
company. How can I get my salary and severance pay?

A The Korean Ministry of Labour recognize that foreign industrial

trainees are entitled to severance pay. If you appeal your case to
the Labour Office, you can get your salary and severance pay for
the last year that you worked as a trainee worker. FWR has taken
out a civil suit on behalf of foreign industrial trainees so that they
can claim their severance pay and in order to recognize that they
are 'workers'.
Recently however, the Court of Justice didn't recognize this.
Initially, some cases were awarded severance pay thought

court mediation, but recently, two cases involving a
Vietnamese trainee were lost at the Court of Justice.
FWR appealed to the High Court of Justice, but lost

because of, "government policy". FWR made a further appeal to
the Supreme Court, but the Supreme Court dismissed the appeal,
saying that the legal procedure was inadequate.
In all the decisions, there was no comment on weather

or not a trainee should be considered as a 'worker'. Other
cases haven't had decisions made on them yet, but going
on the result of the first case, the other cases aren't
expected to be successful.
But if, as a foreign industrial trainee, you want to fight

for recognition as a 'worker', FWR will always support you!!
AWNAWNAWN
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